






  

white gr apefruit 
& may chang

Awaken the senses each morning or 
refresh the spirit at night with this 
energising fragrance. Even in the 

darkest winter the uplift ing citrus aroma 
can evoke summers yet to come.

invigorate  inspire  stimulate

The revitalising combination of zesty 
white grapefruit and piquant may 
chang essential oils is especially 

designed to enliven the mind and 
leave you feeling positive, cheer ful  

and inspired.

  



  

mountain flowers 
& spring water

Clean floral touches are combined with 
energising citrus oils and aquatic 

overtones to blend per fectly with the  
balsamic notes of bergamot and 

guaiac wood.

aquatic  cleansing  fresh

The subtle spice of guaiac wood is 
relaxing and meditative, whilst 

bergamot helps to eliminate fatigue 
and boost the system leaving you 

feeling strong and refreshed.

  



  

fr ankincense 
& bitter or ange

Frankincense, the king of oils, and bitter 
orange have been used for their 

aromatherapeutic and spiritual benefits 
throughout the ages. Combined, 
these ancient aromas create a 

power ful tonic for the soul.

tranquil  meditative  healing

Containing essential oils of frankincense, 
orange, coriander, cypress, cumin and 

patchouli, the woody heart notes, 
blended with spicy citrus, provide deep 

benefits for your entire wellbeing.

  



  

rose otto & 
burnt amber

Heavenly scented, the enduring 
and regenerative qualit ies of rose are 
grounded with the honeyed spice of 

resinous musk to produce a sumptuous 
fragrance for the heart and mind.

nourish  renew  balance

Intense yet intimate, feel emotions and 
tensions seep away as the smoky 

amber and relaxing rose essential oil 
work their mysterious powers on your 

sense of wellbeing.

  



  

narcissus 
& wild iris

Traditional healers of centuries old have 
borrowed the sweet smell of narcissus to 

encourage positive emotions. 
Combined with the majestic violet-l ike 

per fume of wild ir is, this is a unique scent 
with an ethereal soul.

enlivening  affirming  energising

Blended with essential oils of petitgrain, 
oakmoss and tabac absolute and 

l ifted with warm ginger and purifying 
citrus, this is an energy booster that can 

open up the heart to all the goodness 
l ife has to offer.

  



  

fr angipani & 
or ange blossom

Nothing evokes the essence of the 
tropics quite l ike the intensely floral 

aroma of the Temple Tree. As in nature, 
this intoxicating and feminine fragrance 

l ingers long into the night.

pure  harmonious  exotic

A mix of heady sweetness and the 
faint zest of the orange grove blend 

per fectly to produce a fragrance that is 
known to restore, soothe and promote 

exquisite inner peace.

  



  

vetiver & 
cedarwood

The deep grass root of temperate 
vetiver is balanced beautifully by high 

altitude cold climate cedarwood to 
produce a scent that l ifts the spirits and 

restores equil ibrium.

spiritual  comforting  soothing

The medicinal qualit ies of vetiver have 
been used for centuries to relieve 

insomnia and dispel anxiety. If vetiver is  
the oil of tranquil l ity, cedarwood is the  

oil of contemplation, allowing clarity  
and focus to return.

  



  

forest fig 
& vanilla

The botanical synergies of this 
delectable holy food and the mood 

enhancing vanil la pod are intertwined 
with green top notes and the fragrant 
bouquet of rose, coconut and honey.

natur al  uplifting  warm

Mixed with essential oils of cedarwood, 
geranium, rose and patchouli this subtly 

euphoric aroma enhances alertness 
whilst promoting confidence and an 

overall sense of wellbeing.

  



  

mandarin & 
sicilian bergamot

Refresh body and mind with the clean 
and zesty fragrance of mandarin, 

believed to improve mood and inspire 
positive energy. In ancient Chinese 

history, the mandarin was offered as a 
gift to members of the royal household.

uplifting  refreshing  vibr ant

Bergamot oil, from sun drenched Sicily, 
is extracted from the peel of a small green 
citrus fruit creating a vibrant and uplifting 
scent. Often known as ‘the sunshine oil’ 

it helps to promote cheerfulness and 
clarity of thought.

  














